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Lead2pass 2017 November Ne w CompTIA 220-901 Exam Dumps! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed! 220-901 dumps
free share: Lead2pass presents the highest quality of 220-901 exam dump which helps candidates to pass the 220-901 exams in the
first attempt. Following questions and answers are all new published by CompTIA Official Exam Center:
https://www.lead2pass.com/220-901.html QUESTION 926Which of the following connectors from a power supply should be used
with a graphics expansion card? A. 8-pin 12 voltB. PCIe 6-pinC. 20-pinD. SATAAnswer: BExplanation:
http://www.maplin.co.uk/pci-express-power-converter-46857 QUESTION 927An end user requires a computer to support computer
aided drafting and computer aided modeling. Which of the following component packages should a technician recommend to the
end user? A. Powerful processor, high-end graphics card, and maximum RAMB. File streaming, printer sharing, and a RAID
arrayC. Surround sound audio, compact form factor, HDMI outputD. Processor and RAM that meets minimum Windows
requirements Answer: AExplanation:Since AutoCAD and computer aided modeling requires more muscle to do the renderings, you
need a powerful processor, lots of RAM and an expensive high end graphics card to support the software. QUESTION 928After
installing a bar code reader, which of the following is commonly done to configure the reader? A. Scan in program codesB.
Enable the code reader in the BIOSC. Use Device Manager to enable I/R portsD. Adjust jumper switches Answer: A
Explanation:To enable the bar code reader to function optimally, you need to scan in program codes so that it can identify the
objects later on. QUESTION 929Which of the following input devices allows multiple PCs to share a common display? A. Router
B. BridgeC. KVMD. Wireless keyboard Answer: CExplanation:http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/K/KVM_switch.html
QUESTION 930Which of the following resolution modes, by design, provides the BEST possible visual quality on a flat screen
LCD monitor? A. SVGAB. DigitalC. XGAD. Native Answer: DExplanation:
http://reviews.cnet.com/4520-6029_7-6278129-1.html QUESTION 931Which of the following connectors would terminate a POTS
connection? A. BNCB. FC. RJ-45D. RJ-11 Answer: DExplanation:http://www.danlipofsky.com/technical/ethernet/
QUESTION 932Which of the following features of a CPU socket is designed to make installation of a CPU easier? A. Plug and
PlayB. Lower latencyC. Zero insertion forceD. Heatsinks Answer: CExplanation:http://www.techterms.com/definition/zif
QUESTION 933Which of the following should a technician do FIRST in the BIOS to set up drive encryption? A. Enable eSATA
supportB. Run built-in diagnosticsC. Enable TPMD. Enable virtualization support Answer: C QUESTION 934Which of the
following are PCIe slot types? (Select TWO). A. 2xB. 3xC. 4xD. 8xE. 16x Answer: CE QUESTION 935Which of the
following cables is normally associated with a DB-15 connector? A. STPB. VGAC. DVID. RCA Answer: B QUESTION
936Which of the following display types would provide the HIGHEST picture quality for a large-screen display? A. LCDB.
OLEDC. PlasmaD. CRT Answer: C QUESTION 937For a home theater PC, which of the following parts would be considered
the MOST useful for its purpose? A. RAID card with 4 SATA channelsB. Video card with dual HDMI outputsC. Video card
with dual VGA outputsD. AC '97 onboard integrated 2 channel sound Answer: B QUESTION 938A technician is tasked with
connecting several servers through a new PoE KVM device. Which of the following cable types is required to operate the KVM? A.
A CAT5e cable for each device, long enough to allow it to connect to the KVM.B. Several extra PS2 or USB cables, as many
more are needed to connect to the KVM.C. Female to Male PS2 adapters or cables, to allow for connecting straight to the KVM.D.
Male to Female PS2 adapters or cables, to allow for connecting straight to the KVM. Answer: A QUESTION 939When building a
custom PC, which of the following PC roles is MOST likely to require a high-end graphics card? (Select TWO). A. CAD
WorkstationB. Home Theatre PCC. Thin ClientD. Gaming PCE. Virtualization Workstation Answer: AD QUESTION 940
Which of the following types of expansion slots are MOST likely used for modem, network, and audio adapters? A. AGP8xB.
MiniPCIC. VESAD. AGP2x Answer: B QUESTION 941Which of the following supports both digital and analog signals? A.
DVIB. HDMIC. VGAD. DisplayPort Answer: A QUESTION 942Which of the following socket types would be found on an
Intel Desktop? A. 754B. 775C. 940D. FM1 Answer: B QUESTION 943Modern ATX v2.3 power supplies employ
motherboard power connectors with how many pins? A. 16B. 20C. 24D. 28 Answer: C QUESTION 944Joe, a client, wants
to purchase a new hard drive to replace the boot drive in his workstation. Joe wants the fastest performance for the new boot drive.
Which of the following drive types should be selected? A. SCSI DriveB. 7200 RPM SATAC. 10K RPM SATAD. Solid State
Drive Answer: D QUESTION 945A technician has an A/V cable with red, white, and yellow connectors. Which of the following is
the MOST likely use for the cable? A. Component videoB. Composite videoC. RCA videoD. S-video Answer: C
QUESTION 946A technician is tasked with replacing a failed memory module with 204 pins. Which of the following modules will
the technician order? A. DDRB. DDR2C. DDR3D. SDRAME. SODIMM Answer: E QUESTION 947BIOS upgrades are
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generally flashed directly onto which chip that sits on the motherboard of a PC? A. Northbridge controllerB. VRAMC.
EEPROMD. CMOS Battery Answer: C QUESTION 948Which of the following transmits a digital signal? A. VGAB. XGAC.
Component videoD. DisplayPort Answer: D QUESTION 949Which of the following MUST be considered when installing a
SATA drive in an older model PC? (Select TWO). A. The power existing connectors may not support the SATA drive.B. The
PC will require additional RAM to support SATA functionality.C. The PC will require an adaptor card to support SATA.D. The
SATA drive operates at higher temperatures than other drives; an additional fan must be installed.E. The PC must have an OS that
supports SATA drives. Answer: AC QUESTION 950A user wants to convert their current computer into an audio/video editing
workstation by upgrading components. They want to start by upgrading the hard drive. Which of the following hard drives should be
chosen to maximize read/write speed? A. Zip driveB. 15,000 rpm SATAC. 7,200 rpm IDED. USB flash Answer: B More
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